CHAPTER XXVI
THE CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
Recapitulation—Origin and nature of the struggle between Lords and Commons—-
The rejection of the Budget and its consequences—The plight of a Liberal
Government—Asquith's caution and cool judgment—The death of Kong
Edward and the fresh start—Exhausting the possibilities—King George and
the December Election—An alleged infamy—The necessity of an understanding
with the King—Secrecy and the obj octions to it—A hope that failed. J, A. S.
A cool judgment of the events recorded in the previous chapters
Age 58 was scarcely to be expected at the time when they occurred, but
as we look back on them, they are seen in a logical sequence coming
to ita climax on 10th August, 191L
In the years 1906 and 1907 the Unionist Party, by its control of
the House of Lords,1 had succeeded in destroying the chief part
of the legislation proposed by Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman's
Government, in spite of the immense majority with which it had
been returned to power; and in the year 1908, when Asquith
became Prime Minister, it was threatening all other important
measures on the Liberal programme with the same fate. By this
time it was evident that, unless the opposition of the House of
Lords could be broken down, the continuance of a Liberal Govern-
ment in office, or its return to power by any majority that the
country might give it, would be useless for any serious purpose
to which the Liberal Party attached importance. In the circum-
stances Asquith could neither have retained office for more than
a brief period, nor have appealed to the country with any prospect
of success, except as the Minister who was pledged and determined
to overcome the resistance of the House of Lords*
Until the year 1909 the struggle had proceeded on the legislative
ground on which a Liberal Government might accept rebuffs and
yet continue to exist with whatever loss of credit or prestige. But
the rejection of the Budget made it an immediate life and death
issue for the Government and the Liberal Party, and indeed for
1 In a phrase long remembered, Mr. Baliour said soon after the election that,
* whether in power or in opposition the Unionist Party would continue to control
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